The following committee is constituted to look into the academic and examination problems being faced by the students due to COVID-19 PANDEMIC:

1. Dr. Jasbir Rishi Coordinator (Psychology) 9855027427
2. Dr. Yashbeer Singh Coordinator (Health and Physical Education) 9927173693
3. Dr. R.K Seth Coordinator (Physics) 9780450373
4. Dr. Girish Taneja Coordinator (Commerce and Business Management) 9888270581
5. Dr. Rajesh Khanna Coordinator (Mechanical Engineering) 8146331500
6. Dr. Anju Pathania Coordinator (Agriculture) 9816787966
7. Dr. Tejinder Kaur Coordinator (Zoology) 7814370110
8. Mr. Satish Kumar Superintendent (Academics and Examination) 9464235193

O/o Dean Academics